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1. INTRODUCTION 
The relations between semigroup theory and ring theory had been one- 
sided for a long time, the former one having been inspired by the latter. The 
first (and successful) attempt to investigate rings by semigroup theoretical 
means was made by Gluskin in his fundamental paper [2]. Since that time 
we can speak of an interrelation between the two theories. One of the main 
topics occurring in this context is one started by Gluskin 121: exploring and 
exploiting the analogies between the Wedderburn-Artin theorem and the 
Rees theorem as well as between their generalizations. The present article 
aims at making a further step in this line. 
As noticed by Hotzel [3], the rings which correspond most closely to 
completely O-simple semigroups are not only the simple artinian rings but all 
simple rings with minimal one-sided ideals: in fact, the latter can be 
represented as Rees matrix rings over division rings (see also Petrich [lo]). 
Roughly speaking, a Rees matrix ring is a ring of matrices of the same type 
with finitely many nonzero entries in which addition is as usual and 
multiplication is performed by writing a fixed matrix, the so-called sandwich 
matrix, in between-such rings have been introduced first by Munn [7] in 
the finite dimensional case. 
After several papers dealing with Rees matrix semigroups over different 
ground semigroups, a general structure theory has been developed for them 
by Hotzel [4]. In that paper Hotzel described those semigroups which are 
isomorphic to globally idempotent Rees matrix semigroups over an arbitrary 
monoid with zero. In the present work we solve the analogous problem for 
rings. The methods we use by this correspond to those of Hotzel and have 
their origin in the theory of dual vector spaces as presented in Jacobson’s 
book [5]. The tensor product rings appearing there turn out to be just the 
coordinate-free versions of Rees matrix rings. This general theory of Rees 
matrices is the subject of our Sections 2 and 3. In the last two sections we 
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deal with two special cases. In Section 4 we give various necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a Rees matrix ring to be regular; the equivalence of 
two of these conditions contains a generalization of Litoff’s theorem. Finally, 
in Section 5 we investigate Rees matrix rings over rings with perfect duality 
(“Ring mit vollkommener Dualitlt.” see Kasch [6]) satisfying an indepen- 
dence condition on the sandwich matrix, and obtain that Rees matrix rings 
of this kind can be represented as rings of continuous module 
endomorphisms of finite rank. This result, too, is the generalization of a well- 
known theorem on simple rings with minimal one-sided ideals (see 
Jacobson [ 5 ] ). 
The role of Rees matrix rings can also be considered from another point of 
view. Given a ring without identity, the usual way of attaching a unital ring 
to it is the Dorroh extension, thus a unital overring which, however, fails to 
yield information on the behaviour of the original ring in many respects. The 
Rees matrix representation of a given ring, if it exists at all, goes the other 
way round: from below, by expressing everything in terms of a unital ring 
(the ground ring) which is a quasi-ideal (hence a subring) of the given ring. 
The construction which gives the connection between the two rings, enables 
to carry over certain problems from the original ring to the unital ground 
ring. 
Throughout this article, R (but not S!) will always denote a unital ring, 
and all R-modules considered will be unitary. Given a(n index) set I and a 
unital ring R, we shall sometimes use the notation 6, for the function 
I x f + R which sends (i,j) into the identity of R if i= j and into 0 
otherwise; the same notation will be used also for a similar function 
A x A + R if A is a set indexed by the set I. 
2. PAIRS OF MODULES 
In this section we deal with pairs of modules, which will be our main tool 
in the investigation of Rees matrix rings. Right at the beginning we exhibit 
the connection between these two notions. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let R be a ring with unit element, I and A be nonempty 
sets, P be a A x I matrix over R. Denote by LH(R; Z, A; P) the set of all 
1 x A-matrices over R having a finite number of nonzero entries, endowed 
with the usual addition of matrices and with a multiplication o defined by 
A 0 B = APB, where the multiplication on the right-hand side is the usual 
multiplication of matrices. It is easy to see that .X(R; I, A; P) is a ring, 
which is called the Rees matrix ring over R lrith sandwich matri-v P, or 
briefly a Rees matrix ring. 
Now we are going to describe Rees matrix rings in another way, following 
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the one introduced by Hotzel [4] for the description of Rees matrix 
semigroups. 
DEFINITION 2.2. By a pair over R we mean a left R-module M, a right 
R-module N, and a bilinear mapping A4 x N+ R: (m, n) b (m, n j; we shall 
denote this pair by ,8 = CpM, NR). We also put (M, N) = ((m, n) 1 
mEM,nEN}. 
Let us fix such a pair /3. By using j3, we equip the abelian group NOR M 
with a multiplication as follows: first we define (n @ m)(~’ 0 x) =: n @ 
(m, )1)x, and then extend this by distributivity to arbitrary elements of 
NOR M. It is easy to check that this multiplication makes NOR M a ring, 
which will be denoted by N 0,” M. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let ,$I and NR be free R-modules over the generating 
sets ( u.~ / 1 E A } and {vi 1 i E I}, respectively, and let /I = (RM, NR) be a pair 
of modules. Then N@i -‘Mr. &(R; I,A; P), cohere P= ((u.~~ uij).lE,,.iE,. 
Conversely, every Rees matrix ring over R can be obtained in this uqy. 
ProoJ Let A4 and N be given as in the statement. To an arbitrary 
element s E NOR M we assign the Rees matrix (ai.l), where ai.k is the “coef- 
ficient” of ui 0 L’.~ in the canonical form of s (this is well defined since s can 
be uniquely written in the form s = CiE,,.lG., L’~ @ a,.\ u., , where the a,., E R 
are 0 except for a finite number of them). Clearly, this assignment establishes 
a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of N 0; M and 
&(R; Z, A; P), and is a homomorphism of the additive structures. In order to 
show this for the multiplicative structures, too. it suffices now to consider 
elements of the form n @ m; the rest concerns only the additive structure. 
Denote the assignment by ‘; then we have 
((ci @ au.,)(vj @ bu,))’ = (vi @ a(u,, vi) bu,)’ = (xkr,), 
where xiu = (u.~, uj)b and xkr. = 0 otherwise; putting yi.l = a and ykt, = 0 
otherwise, and, further, zjr = b and zkr, = 0 otherwise, we have 
(Xkl.) = ( J’kL.) P(zk,.) = (Yk,.) 0 (Zkl.) = (Vi O au.,)’ 0 (t’j O bu,)‘, 
as was to be proved. Conversely, let .A(R; I, A; P) be a Rees matrix ring. 
U= {ul IAEA) and V= {vi] iE1) be arbitrary sets indexed by A and I, 
respectively, denote by ,$4 and NR the free left and the free right R-modules 
generated by the sets U and V, respectively, and define a bilinear mapping 
( , ): A4 x N-1 R by (u.,, vi) =: p.li (A E A, i E I), where p.li is the (A, i)- 
entry of P. Now it is straightforward to check that the mapping (x~.~) t+ 
Ci..l ui @ x~.~u.\ is an isomorphism between the rings -H(R; 1, -4; P) and 
N&M. 
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Remark. Proposition 2.1 says that N 0,” M is just the coordinate-free 
version of the corresponding Rees matrix ring over R with sandwich 
matrix P. 
We shall show that the pair representing a given Rees matrix ring can be 
chosen, under a rather weak assumption. in a very special form. However. 
before doing so, we first introduce some notions which will prove very useful 
in the sequel. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let p be a pair over R. By a pair of adjoint 
endomorphisms under p we mean a pair (p, a) such that p E End ,M, CJ E 
End NR, and for all m E M and n E N we have (mp, n) = (m, an). It is easy 
to check that the pairs of adjoint endomorphisms under p form a subring of 
the direct product End ,& x End NR, the elements of End RM acting from 
the right and those of End NR from the left; this subring will be denoted by 
R4. Next we consider the set C” of those (p. a) E OR” for which (p, a) = 
cf=, [ni, mi] for some n ,,..., nk E N, m, ,..., mk E M. where [n, ml denotes 
the pair of endomorphisms 
((-, n)m: x ++ (x, n)m. n(m, -j: y w n(m, y)). 
One verities by direct computation that C” is an ideal of R”. C” consists of 
pairs of adjoint endomorphisms of finite rank but it does not contain all of 
them in general. (An endomorphism a, of a module M is said to be offinite 
rank if its image p(M) is contained in a finitely generated submodule of M.) 
Consider now the mapping N 0,” M + C4 defined by n @ m + [n, m] and 
additivity. If n = n’r and m’ = rm for some r E R, and x E M. J E N are 
arbitrary, then 
.u[n, m] = (?I, njm = (x, n’rjm = (x, n’jrm = (x, n’jm’ = xln’, m’ ] 
and similarly [n, m] y = [n’, m’] .v, whence n @ m = n’ @ m’ implies 
[n, m] = [n’, m’], and this means that our mapping is in fact well defined. 
Further, it is clearly surjective and, as is easily seen, a ring homomorphism. 
EXAMPLE. Let S be an arbitrary ring and R be its Dorroh extension (we 
adjoin a unit element to S even if it already had one). Consider the pair 
(J, S,) over R, where (a, b) = a . b. Then R” is the translational hull Q(S) 
of S (see Petrich (91). Let s be the inner part of Q(S), i.e., the set consisting 
of the pairs (p,, a,). where pa: x ++ xa and u,: y w a?; this is an ideal of 
0(S). C4 is the image of S’ under the natural homomorphism of S into g, 
hence Z4 E ,!? Further, s @ f ++ s . t induces a surjective homomorphism 
from S OR S to S’. The composition of the two latter homomorphisms is 
just the mapping S OR S + C4 considered above. This shows that this 
mapping need not be injective (take, e.g., for S a ring containing a nonzero 
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two-sided annihilator). Similarly, in general all of the above inclusions are 
proper and none of the surjective homomorphisms is injective. 
We are going to develop our theory following the lines suggested by this 
example. Given a pair p over R, let N@fl M denote the inner part of the 
translational hull of N@i M, and n @ m be the pair of inner translations 
established by n @ m. For every surjective homomorphism f between rings S 
and T, there is clearly a unique homomorphismf between s and T such that 
f(f) =f(s) for all s E S. Hence we have the following commutative diagram, 
the arrows standing for the canonical homomorphisms. 
- 
N&M-Z1 4 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If the homomorphism induced by n @ m F+ [n, m] 
factors through the one induced by n @ m t-+ n @ m then n @ m b [n, m ] 
induces an isomorphism between N 0,” M and CD. 
Prooj Suppose rf=, [ni, mi] = 0, then we have for all y 0 x E N 63: M. 
(y@x) ~,niOmi)=~,~~~(x,ni)mi=).~~,(x.ni)mi 
= JJ@ X 5 [nf, mi] 
( ( )I 
=o 
,i= L 
and similarly (C:=, ni @ m,)(p @ x) = 0; hence C:=, ni @ mi = 0, as was to 
be proved. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose that there exist u E M and L’ E N such that 
for all y E N and x E M, 
y@u=O*y=O and v@x=o~x=o. 
Then the homomorphism induced by n @ m F+ [n, m] factors through the one 
induced by n@m++n@m. 
ProoJ Suppose that x1=, n, @ m, = 0; then we have for all x E M 
and JJ E N, v @ (x(C:=, [n;, mi])) = (V 0 -Y)(C:=, ni 0 mi) = 0 and 
((Cf= I [ni, mi])-V) 0 U = (Cf= 1 ni 0 mi)(.V 0 U) = 0; hence by the 
assumption on u and V, 
x and 
for all x E M and y E N, i.e., C:=r [ni, mi] = 0, as was to be proved. 
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The assumption of Proposition 2.3 holds if both ,& and NR are free: 
hence in this case ,X4 may be identified with the inner part of the tran- 
slational hull of N 0: M. 
For any subset C in a ring S, denote by Ann,(C) the set of the two-sided 
annihilators of C in S, i.e., Ann,(C) = (s E S 1 Vc E C, SC = cs = 0). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If (M. N) = R and TL fll’ is a subring containing C” 
then Annr( T) = 0. In particular, Ann,,@?) = 0 and CB E N 0: M. 
ProoJ Let u EM, L’ E N be such that (u, c> = 1, and let (p, a) E 
Ann,(T). Now we have for all m E M, 
mp = (u. u) mp = (u)[v, mp] = (u)([u, m](p, o)) = (u)(O, 0) = 0 
since [c, m] E Z” G T and (p, a) E Ann,(T), and similarly un = 0 for all 
n E N; hence (p, a) = (0,O). Thus Ann,(T) = 0 is proven. 
Finally, n @ m b [n. m] induces a homomorphism N 0,” M + p; hence 
~Y=,nj@mi=O implies r:=, [ni, mi] = 0, which in turn yields 
xf=, [n,, mi] = 0 since C” has trivial annihilator. Thus the homomorphism 
induced by n @ m t-, [n, m] factors through the one induced by n 0 m F+ 
n @ m, and we have the desired isomorphism by Proposition 2.2. 
Now we are ready to go on in the direction of Proposition 2.1 and find a 
more special tensor product ring form for a big class of Rees matrix rings. 
Let ,8 = (RM, NR) be a pair of modules such that (M, N) = R and, say, 
(u, tl> = 1. Then we know by Proposition 2.4 that Z5 z N 0: M; hence it is 
a homomorphic image of N 0,” M, and by the proof of Proposition 2.4 we 
also know that n @ m H [n, m] induces such a homomorphism. Suppose 
that this homomorphism is decomposed somehow into the composition of 
two surjective homomorphisms h: N 0: M-++ S and k: S --H CD for some 
ring S (i.e., k(h(n 0 m)) = [ n, m] holds for all m E M, n E N; nothing more 
is imposed on h and k). Put e =: h(v @ u); then e E S is idempotent in view 
of (u. 21‘:; = 1. Next we prove that S = SeS. In fact, by the surjectivity of h, 
any s E S is of the form h(xf=, ni @ m,), and now we have 
1 (ni 0 u)(c 0 mi) 
i=l 
= h (\’ (ni 0 u)(u 0 u)(u 0 mi)) 
[=I 
= i h(ni @ u) eh(o @ mi) E (e). 
i-l 
Consider now the mapping rp from R into S defined by r c, h(r @ r-u). We 
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claim that it is an isomorphism between R and eSe. First of all, for any 
rER we have 
h(v @ ru) = h(tl @ 24) h(a @ ru) = h(c @ u) h(ur@ 24) 
= h(tl @ 24) h(ur @ u) h(u @ 24) = eh(v @ ru)e E eSe, 
and q~ obviously preserves the operations. Let s = h(xf=, ni @ mi) be an 
arbitrarjr element of S; then we have 
ese=h(u@u)h $ tZiGJrni h(UOu) 
( i=l 1 
= h (u @ i (U, ni)(mi, &j =V (+ (U, ni>(mi, 2))). 
i=l iTl 
Finally, if o(r) = 0 then [u, r-u] = k(h(v @ ru)) = k(rp(r)) = k(O) = 0; hence 
ru=(u,o)rU=(u)[u,ru]=O, and now r=r(u,v)=(ru,v)=(O,tl)=O. 
Now we construct modules over eSe which are “isomorphic” with M and 
IV, respectively. Consider the mapping ,D: M+ eS: m I--+ h(v 0 m); clearly, ,U 
is an abelian group homomorphism. Further, for any s = h(Cf=, n, @ m,), 
es = h(U @ U) h(~~=, Hi @ mi) = h(U @ Cf=, (U, ni) mi) =,Ll(C:=, (U, ni) mi); 
hence p is surjective; the injectivity of ,D can be proved in the same way as 
that of q. Finally, for any r E R and m E M we have (rm)p = r”(m,u), where 
rm stands for the image of r under (D: in fact, r”(mp) = h(c @ ru) h(v 0 m) = 
h(v @ (ru, v)m) = h(v @ r(u, v)m) = h(r) @ rm) = (rm)p. Similarly, v: N+ 
Se: n b h(n @ U) is a bijective abelian group homomorphism such that 
v(nr) = (vn) P for all r E R and n E N. 
We also have for all m E M and n E N 
(m, H)~ = h(v @ (m, n)u) = h(o @ m) h(n @ u) = mp . vn. 
h(n @ m) = h(n 0 U) h(tj @ m) = vn . m,u. 
Further, p -I((--. n)m)p: a H a . h(n 0 m) for all a E eS. since 
a(,~-‘((-. n)m)p) = ((qK’, n)m)p = (up-‘, n)“(mp) 
= h(t~ @up-‘) h(n 63 u) h(u @ m) 
=h(oOu~~‘)h(nOm)=(u~-‘)~.h(nOm) 
= a . h(n @ m), 
and similarly, for all b E Se, v(n(m, -)) v-‘: b H h(n @ m) . b. Finally, for 
all x E M and y E N, 
(xp) - h(n @ m) = h(u @x) h(n @ m) = h(v @ (x, n)m) = ((x, n)m)p, 
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and similarly 
h(n @ m) * (.vy) = v(n(m, y)). 
Thus we obtained that the pair /? is in some sense equivalent with /3’ = 
(<,@eS, See& where the bilinear mapping of p’ is defined by (es, te) = este. 
Conversely, suppose that a ring S contains an idempotent element e for 
which SeS = S, and define the pair p’ = (es, Se) over eSe by (es, tej = este 
for all s, t E S. Then it is easy to verify that h’: se @ et E+ set is a surjective 
homomorphism from Se Ofi, eS to S, k’: z H (pz: ex b e+xz, A,: ye H zye) 
is a surjective homomorphism from S to CD’, for all s, t E S we have 
k’(h’(se @ et)) = (p,,,, A,,,) = ((-, se) et, se(et, ->) = [se, et], and the - 
homomorphism induced by [se, et] t, set is an isomorphism from Z”’ to .‘?. 
The foregoing considerations can be summarized as follows. 
THEOREM 2.5. The pairs of modules /I = (RM, NR) such that (M, Nj = R 
are just the ones equivalent with the natural pairs of the form /I’ = 
(,,,eS, Seese), where S is a ring, e E S is idempotent, and S = SeS. This 
equivalence can be expressed by the commutativify of the diagram 
N&M 
I 
h 
\.‘1. 
fS 
h’ 
Se @ fi, eS 
/ 
in which the notations of the considerations above are used, and the vertical 
isomorphisms are the ones induced by ,u and 17. 
Remark. In view of (M, N) = R and (m, n)w = mp . vn, IJI is already 
defined by .u and v. 
3. THE REPRESENTATION THEOREM 
THEOREM 3.1. The following conditions on a ring S are equivalent. 
(1) S is isomorphic with a Rees matrix ring M(R; Z, A; P) and there 
exist ( b,I ] A E A } and (ci 1 i E I} in R which are zero except for a finite 
number of them and are such that 
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where 1 denotes the unit element of R and the p.ki are the entries of P. 
(2) S is isomorphic with a tensor product ring N 0: M such that ki, 
N are free R-modules and (AI, N) = R. 
(3) There exists an idempotent element e in S such that S is the 
discrete direct sum of left ideals isomorphic with Se and also the discrete 
direct sum of right ideals isomorphic with eS, where the isomorphisms and 
direct sums are understood as those of S-modules. 
ProoJ (1) o (2): By Proposition 2.1. S is isomorphic with a tensor 
product ring of free modules if and only if it is isomorphic with a Rees 
matrix ring. Denoting by {u.~ 1 J E /i ) and { ci 1 i E I} free generating sets for 
RM and NRr respectively, we can also assume that the sandwich matrix of 
M(R; I, A; P) is just P = (P.~~), p.Ii = (u.,, cii. Finally, (M, N) = R is clearly 
equivalent with the existence of m = xI.,E,, b, u.~ E M, n = CiCr cici E N such 
that (m, n)= 1, i.e., 1 = Cie ,.., E,, b,(u,,, uij ci= Cie,..tE,, b.,~,~c~, as was to 
be proved. 
(2) * (3): We may assume by Theorem 2.5 that M and N are of the 
special form given there, i.e., 
Here eS and Se are free eSe-modules since A4 and N were free R-modules. 
Denote by { wi 1 i E I} a set of free generators for Seusr. Now it is clear that 
s = 1 wi OeSe es, 
iEl 
where this sum is a (discrete) direct sum of S-modules. Finally, 
ex b wi @ ex (x E S) is clearly an isomorphism of S-modules. Similarly, S 
is the discrete direct sum of left ideals isomorphic with Se, and (3) is proven. 
(3) 3 (2): By the assumption, S is the discrete direct sum of left ideals 
L, (1 E /i), and there exist isomorphisms of S-modules (4.\: Se + L,$. Accor- 
dingly, L,I is a cyclic module generated by u-\ =: (o.l(e), and eu., = eq,k(e) = 
rp,(e2) = v.i@) = uA. Thus we have S = C,IE;, Seu,, in particular, S = SeS 
(where SeS stands for the subring of S generated by the elements of the form 
set, s, t E S). Further, eS = &EJ, eSeu, and since S is the discrete direct 
sum of the Seu,,, this means that eS is a free left eSe-module. Similarly we 
obtain that Se,,, is a free module. 
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Put /I = &+S, SeeSe) with (es, re) = este for all s, t E S; then 
(es, Se) = eSe holds obviously. Now we exhibit that 
” n 
h: Se @fs, eS+ S: K‘ sje@ etj++ s sjet,i 
,r, .j = 1 
is an isomorphism. Clearly, h is a ring homomorphism that is surjective by 
S = SeS. Suppose 0 = h(CJ’=, sje @ etj) = Cr=, sjetj. In view of eS = 
j.lE,, eSeu., we have for all j, etj= C.lE,, erj.,eu.,, where the yi.\ are zero I- 
except for a finite number of them. Thus zj.., sjerj.leu.I = 0. Since the 
decomposition of eS is a discrete direct sum, this implies xJ=, sjerj.L = 0 for 
all A E A. whence 
n II 
k7 sje@eti= \‘ 
,r, ( ,T, 
sje@ \’ 
.iFt 
erj.1 eu, ) 
= \‘ 
.zT\ ( 
$ sjerj..l e @ eu., 
) 
= 0. 
j=l 
Thus h is injective, too, and we are done. 
Remark. In order to make more clear the condition imposed on the 
sandwich matrix in (l), notice that it is satisfied if every element of S can be 
decomposed into a product of two elements and, on the other hand, it implies 
that S is globally idempotent, i.e., every element of S can be decomposed 
into a sum of products. 
In the next corollary and in what follows, we shall often need the 
following result of Jacobson [5, Chap. III, Sect. 7, Proposition 41. 
PROPOSITION 3.2 (Jacobson [5]). Let S be a ring and e,, ez be idem- 
potents in S. Then the S-modules e, S and ezS are isomorphic if and only if 
there exist elements e,z, e,, E S such that 
e,e,,e2 = e,2. e2e2,e, = ezl, 
e,2e2, =e,. e2,e12 = e2. 
COROLLARY 3.3 (TiCn [ 121). The following conditions on a ring S are 
equivalent. 
(1) S is isomorphic with a Rees matri,x ring M(R; I, A; P) such that 
euery row and euery column of P generates R as a right ideal and a left 
ideal. respectively, and there exists at least one inuertible entry in P. 
(2) S is the discrete direct sum of idempotent generated principal right 
ideals which are isomorphic as S-modules, and also the discrete direct sum of 
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idempotent generated principal left ideals klhich are isomorphic as S- 
modules, and there exists an idempotent occurring in both sets of generators. 
Proof: (1) * (2): The assumptions imply that the condition in (1) of 
Theorem 3.1 is satisfied; hence S is the discrete direct sum of left and right 
principal ideals, respectively, which are isomorphic as S-modules, and these 
principal one-sided ideals can be assumed to consist of those matrices which 
have non-zero entries only in a given column or row, respectively. Now we 
show that each of them is generated by an idempotent element. Let first 
A E .4 be fixed. By our assumption on the sandwich matrix P, there exist 
elements si E R (i E I) which are zero except for a finite number of them and 
are such that xi,, p.Iisi = 1. Denote by A, the matrix which has si at the 
(i, A)-entry (i E I) and 0 at every entry in other columns. Now it is easy to 
check that A,, 0 A, = A,tPA, = A,. Further, let C be an arbitrary matrix 
with ci at its (i, A)-entry (i E Z), where ci = 0 except for a finite number of 
them, and 0 at every entry in other columns. We have to find a matrix B 
such that B o A, = C, and we show that B = C does the job. In fact, C 0 A., 
has clearly only O’s outside the Ath column, and its (i, A)-entry is 
Ek.1 LE.4 ‘iu PrkSk = x kc1 ci.l P.lkSk = ci.\ Cksl P.lkSk = ‘i.t - Dually we 
prove the corresponding assertion for the components in the decomposition 
into right ideals. Finally, if p.IOiO is invertible in R then A,10 can be chosen to 
have p;& at its (i,, &)-entry and 0 everywhere else, and the same for the 
idempotent right generator A iO. 
(2) > (1): Suppose that S = ,!Y1.,, Se., = CiE, f,S, e = e,10 = f, .,,, 
A,, E A, i, E I. Since the Se, and theAS are isomorphic under themselves, by 
Proposition 3.2 there exist elements a,, uA (A E A) and bi, tii (i E I) in S 
such that a, uI = e, , u,a,I=e, a,e=e, ueke.,=u.,=eu., (AEA), Llibi=fi, 
biL!i = e, eb, = e, h ~1~ = ri = vie (i E Z), and a.,O = u,~~ = L’~, = bill = e. From 
these relations we obtain that Se, = SU,~ and xe H xeu, establishes an 
isomorphism between Se and Se, (A E A), and dually, fiS = viS and 
ex ++ tliex is an isomorphism between eS and fiS (i E I). By the proof of 
Theorem 3.1, S is therefore a Rees matrix ring over eSe with sandwich 
matrix P = ( P,\~), p.Li = u., ui E eSe. Clearly, P.~,~, = e is invertible in eSe. For 
an arbitrary 1 E A, u.~ E S can be written in the form u.~ = xi., Adi, and 
putting si = bidia, E eSe, we have 
y Plisi= 1 u.,v,b,d,a, = u,, 
ief iel 
(2 cibidi) a.1 
a, = u,I u.~ a, = e; 
hence the pAi (i E I) in fact generate eSe as a right ideal. Similarly one 
proves that every column of P generates eSe as a left ideal, and this 
completes the proof of Corollary 3.3. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. A matrix A = (u.~,) of type /i x Z over a unital ring R is 
called row-independent if for all finite subsets 1, ,..., A, E A and scalars r, ,..., 
rn E R, the relation rJ’=, rja,,i = 0 for all i E Z implies r, = ... = r,, = 0. 
Dually, A is said to be columkindependent if for all i, ,..., i, E Z and r,, . . . . 
r,, E R, xy.=, a,ijrj = 0 for all il E .4 implies r, = ... = r, = 0. A matrix 
which is both row- and column-independent is briefly called independent. 
DEFINITION 3.2. For a pair (,M, NJ over R, the underlying bilinear 
product is said to be non-degenerate if for every m E M and n E N. 
(m, -r) = 0 for all J’ E k implies m = 0 and (x, n) = 0 for all x E M implies 
n = 0. A pair with a non-degenerate bilinear product is called a dual pair. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let S 2 N 0:: M be a Rees matrix ring with the 
corresponding sandwich matrix P, and suppose that P satisJes the condition 
in (1) of Theorem 3.1. Then P is independent if and only if/I is a dual pair. 
ProoJ Suppose that P is independent, and let e E S be an idempotent 
element such that the pairs (R&Z, NR) and &,eS, SeeSe) are equivalent in the 
sense of Theorem 2.5. We see as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 that ,S can be 
written as a discrete direct sum S = J7,E,, Seu,, and then eS is a free left 
eSe-module with the K.~ = eu, (1 E /i) as a set of free generators. By 
Theorem 2.5 it suffices to prove that the natural pair (eSeeS, Seese) is a dual 
pair. Let xi,, uiS be a decomposition of S, into a discrete direct sum of 
isomorphic modules, and let x E eS be such that (x, Se) = 0. Now x can be 
written in the form x = C.,..., r.,eu,, where the r.\ E eSe equal 0 except for a 
finite number of them, and then (x, Se) = 0 is equivalent with 0 = 
(G.k~n r.\eu.iv ‘lie> = LE.\ r,t P.ii for all i E I, where p.ii = u.\ ui = (eu., , vie>. 
Since together with P, the matrix P’ = (p&) is also independent by 
Theorem 2.5, this is possible only if r.I = 0 for all 1 E A, whence x = 0. 
Dually we prove that (es, y) = 0, 4’ E Se implies .1’ = 0. 
Conversely, let /3 be a dual pair and (u.{, ci) (i E Z, 1 E A) be the entries 
of P. Suppose that ‘Y ,.lE,, a.l(u.l. ci) = 0 for some elements a, E R which 
equal 0 except for a finite number of them, and for all i E I, then we have 
(C,,.,, a., u.~, N) = 0. Since /I is a dual pair, this means that x3.,E.., a,~, = 0, 
which in turn implies a, = 0 for all 1 E n as M is a free module with free 
base ( uA 1 A E /i }. By dualizing this proof we conclude that P is independent, 
After this preparation we deduce from Theorem 3.1 Hotzel’s theorem on 
the Rees matrix representation of simple rings with minimal one-sided ideals. 
COROLLARY 3.5 (Hotzel [3]; see also Petrich [lo, Theorem 11.2.81). A 
ring is a simple ring with a minimal one-sided ideal if and only if it is 
isomorphic to a Rees matrix ring over a division ring with an independent 
sandwich matrix. 
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Proof: Suppose that S is a simple ring with minimal one-sided ideals; 
then S is the discrete direct sum of idempotent generated minimal right and 
left ideals tliS (i E I) and Su, (1 E A), respectively, which are isomorphic 
with each other, and it can be assumed without loss of generality that there 
is an idempotent element e E S which occurs both among the right and the 
left generators. By Theorem 3.1, S is then isomorphic with a Rees matrix 
ring over eSe, and the latter is a division ring. By the proof of Theorem 3.1 
we also know that the sandwich matrix P = (p.tj) can be chosen to consist of 
p.Ii =: u.\ ~1~. Now we show that the rows and the columns, respectively, of 
this matrix P are linearly independent (over eSe). Let C;=, rkp.,,i = 
xi=, rku.\,ui = 0 hold for all i E I and some 1, ,..., A,, E n and r, ,..., r, E eSe. 
Suppose that the rk are not all zero, i.e., r =: Ci=, rku-,r # 0. Since r E eS 
and eS is a minimal right ideal in S, we must have rS = es; hence there is 
an s E Se such that rs = e. Write s in the form s = ET=, ci,s.,; then 0 #e = 
rs = Ct=, z,F=, rku-,kLli.sj = x7:, (Ci=, rku.,kt!i.) s.i =O. a contradiction. 
The proof of the statement that the columns ‘of P are independent runs 
dually. 
Conversely, if S is a Rees matrix ring as required then condition (1) of 
Corollary 3.3 is satisfied; hence S admits a decomposition into a discrete 
direct sum S = CIE.,, Se,, e: = e., , Se, z Se. Next we prove that Se is a 
minimal left ideal of S. Let 0 # x E Se. Since (,,,eS, SeeSe) is a dual pair by 
Proposition 3.4, there exists a 4’ E eS such that 0 # (J, xi = j’s E eSe. 
Furthermore, eSe being a division ring, there is a t E eSe such that f.r.u = e, 
hence e E Sx. This proves that Se is a minimal left ideal of S, and since S is 
the discrete direct sum of left ideals isomorphic to Se, by Proposition 3.2 we 
obtain that S is a simple ring. 
Now we give two further examples for Rees matrix rings, which show a 
connection with Rees matrix semigroups. Rees matrix semigroups over a 
monoid with zero are defined similarly to Rees matrix rings, with the 
exception that the matrices of which they consist, admit at most one non- 
zero entry. A semigroup S is called globally idempotent if S’ = S. i.e., if 
each of its elements can be decomposed into a product. Two subsemigroups 
of a semigroup with zero are said to be O-disjoint if 0 is their unique 
common element. Hotzel’s theorem [4], the “model” of Theorem 3.1, states 
that a semigroup S is isomorphic with a globally idempotent Rees matrix 
semigroup over a monoid with zero iff there exists an idempotent e in S such 
that S is a O-disjoint union of left ideals isomorphic with Se and also a O- 
disjoint union of right ideals isomorphic with es. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let R be a unital ring, and S be a globally idempotent Rees 
matrix semigroup. Then the semigroup ring R [S] is isomorphic to a Rees 
matrix ring satisfying condition (1) in Theorem 3.1. In fact, it is 
straightforward to verify that if S = u.lE,, Su,, = Uie, c,S are O-disjoint 
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decompositions, then R [S] = CAE,, R[S] u,~ = CiC, uiR[S] are decom- 
positions into discrete direct sums, isomorphisms of the semigroup ideals 
extend to isomorphisms of the corresponding semigroup ring ideals, and the 
rest follows from Hotzel’s theorem and Theorem 3.1. 
The other example is esentially taken from Hotzel 131, and will be of 
importance in a sharpening of Litoffs Theorem (see Theorem 4.5 below). 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the ring R{ of I x Z-matrices with finitely many 
non-zero entries over a unital ring R, where I is an arbitrary set. Clearly, this 
ring can be taken as the Rees matrix ring I(R; Z, I; E), E standing for the 
I x I matrix, or as a tensor product ring N 0: AI, where $I and NR are free 
modules admitting biorthogonal bases. i.e., bases ( ui 1 i E I} and { ~1~ 1i E Z}, 
respectively, such that (ui, pi) = 6,. If (M, N) is a dual pair of free modules 
with bases of the same cardinality, then it is known that, in contrast to the 
finite-dimensional case, biorthogonal bases need not in general exist for them 
even if the underlying unital ring is a field. 
The rings of the form R{ can be characterized as follows. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. A ring S is isomorphic with some ring of the form R$ 
ifand only ifthere exists a set of orthogonal idempotents (ei ( i E I} in S such 
that e,S z ejS and Se,2 Sei as S-modules for all i, j E I and the ei generate 
both ,S and S,. 
Proof If S has such a system of idempotents then we obtain the desired 
matrix representation by repeating the proof of (2) * (1) in Corollary 3.3 
(note that the resulting sandwich matrix will just be the identity matrix). The 
converse statement is obvious. 
Notice also that the rings Rf are precisely the semigroup rings (over unital 
rings) of completely O-simple inverse semigroups with trivial subgroups (or 
equivalently, of totally (i.e., congruence-) simple inverse semigroups with 
minimal one-sided ideals). In fact, given R :, the corresponding unital ring 
will of course be R and the Rees matrix semigroup will be of type Z x I. 
Thus Example 2 is a special case of Example 1. 
More generally, if in a Rees matrix ring S =, H(R; Z, A; P) all entries of P 
belong to the center of R then it is straightforward to check that S is 
isomorphic with a twisted semigroup ring over R of the Rees matrix 
semigroup of Z X A-matrices over the two-element semilattice with sandwich 
matrix obtained from P by replacing all non-zero entries by 1. and 
conversely. if S’ is a completely O-simple semigroup with trivial subgroups 
then a twisted semigroup ring R’[S’ ] is a Rees matrix ring provided all the 
“twisting coefficients” belong to the center of R (of course, these coefficients 
must satisfy the associativity condition as well). 
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4. REGULAR REES MATRIX RINGS 
The aim of this section is to characterize the regular ones among Rees 
matrix rings. This will be done in four essentially different ways: two of them 
by means of abstract properties, the others in terms of the tensor product 
ring structure and the Rees matrix ring structure, respectively. We start with 
introducing the notions which will be needed for the sequel. 
Recall that a ring S is said to be a locafl~~ mafrix ring over a unital ring R 
if each finite subset of S is contained in a subring of S which is isomorphic 
with a full matrix ring R, over R. Recall also that a subset Q c S is a quasi- 
ideal if it is an additive subgroup of S such that QS f7 SQ 5 Q. In particular, 
eSe is a quasi-ideal of S for all idempotent elements e E S. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A ring S is called a strongly locall}’ matrix ring over a 
unital ring R if each finite subset of S is contained in a quasi-ideal of S 
which is isomorphic with a full matrix ring R, over R. (In this case this 
quasi-ideal is of the form eSe, where e is the element corresponding to the 
identity of R, .) 
DEFINITION 4.2. A ring S is calledJiniteZy left orthogonal with respect to 
an idempotent e E S if for any finite set of elements U, ,..., U, E S there exist 
pairwise orthogonal idempotents e, ,..., ek E S such that Cy=, Su, G zj”=, Sej 
and for all j, 1 < j < k. Sej % Se as S-modules. Finite right orthogonalit) 
with respect to an idempotent is defined dually. A ring which is both finitely 
left and right orthogonal with respect to the same idempotent e is said to be 
finitely orthogonal with respect to e. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let R be a unital ring, RM and N, be R-modules. A 
bilinear product ( , ): M x N+ R is called finitely orthogonal if for any 
finite subsets M’ 2 M and N’ c N there exist finitely many elements m, ,..., 
m,EM, n ,,..., nk E N such that M’ c (m ,,..., m,), N’ E (p ,,..., n,), and 
(mi,rzj)=6, (1 <i, j,<k). 
DEFINITION 4.4. A n x Z-matrix A = (a.,i) over a unital ring is said to 
be strongly row-independent if for any finite subset A’ cl n there exists a 
finite I’ s Z such that the block A’ = (a,li).lE,,..ie,. of A is row-independent. 
Similarly we define strong column-independence of a matrix. A matrix which 
is both strongly row- and column-independent is called strongly independent. 
Remark. An independent matrix need not be strongly independent, as 
shown by the following simple example. Let K be an arbitrary field, R be a 
direct product of infinitely many copies of K: R = nie, Ki, Ki? K, and 
consider the 1 x Z-matrix over R. P = (P,~)~~,, where pli E R is the element 
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which has 1 in its ith component and 0 elsewhere. Clearly, P is independent 
but not strongly row-independent. (Of course, it is easy to construct more 
complicated matrices, too, which share the same property.) 
Now we are ready to state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let S be a Rees matrix ring ocer a unital ring R. and let 
e E S be an idempotent such that Se @es, eS is just the canonical decom- 
position belonging to the gicen Rees matrix ring structure of S. Then the 
following assertions are equivalent. 
( 1) S is regular. 
(2) R is regular and S is a local!,, matrix ring over R. 
(3) R is regular and S is a strongly locally matrh ring ocer R. 
(4) R is regular and S is finitely orthogonal with respect to e. 
(5) R is regular and the bilinear product of S is finitely orthogonal. 
(6) R is regular and the sandwich matrix of S is stronglv independent. 
Remark. A weaker statement in the direction of the equivalence of (1) 
and (4) has been proved by Tiin and Lee [ 13 ]. 
Some of the implications contained in Theorem 4.1 hold in a more general 
form than stated here. First we formulate and prove these statements. 
PROPOSITION 4.2 (Anh (11). If a ring S is Jnitely orthogonal icith 
respect to an idempotent e E S then S is a strongly locally matrix ring 
ocer eSe. 
Remark. Proposition 4.2 is a generalization of a strong form of Litoffs 
Theorem: see Anh (11. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let S be an arbitrary ring and e E S be any idempotent 
element. Then S is Jnitely orthogonal with respect to e if and only if S is 
isomorphic to the tensor product ring Se @fs, eS with the natural bilinear 
product (es, te) = este and this bilinear product is finitely orthogonal. 
Proof. Let S be finitely orthogonal with respect to e: then S = SeS 
follows from Proposition 3.2. This in turn implies that the homomorphism h: 
Se O,“,, eS + S defined by h(se @ et) = set is an epimorphism. In order to 
prove that h is an isomorphism, we still have to show that it is injective. For 
this end, let xi=, s,et, = 0; then it follows from the finite left orthogonality 
of S with respect to e that there exist pairwise orthogonal idempotent 
elements f, ,..., f, such that Sfi 2 Se as S-modules (i= l,..., m) and 
fs,e = s,e (k = l,..., n), where f = f, + ... + f,. Again by Proposition 3.2 
we have e= a,bt, fi= b,a,, a, = eaifi, bi = fibie for some elements ai, 
bi E S. i = l,..., m. Therefore 
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= S bie@eai (g, sketk)=Oq 
i=l 
as was to be proved. 
It remains to exhibit that the given bilinear product is finitely orthogonal. 
Let em, ,..., emk and n, e,..., n,e be arbitrary finite subsets in eS and Se, 
respectively; then by Proposition 4.2 all these elements are contained in a 
quasi-ideal of S which is isomorphic to (eSe), for some natural number r. 
Let g, ,..., g, denote the diagonal matrix units of this quasi-ideal and put g = 
g, + **a + g,.; then we have gemi = em,g = emi and gnje = njeg = nje, i = 
1 ,..., k, j = 1 ,..., I; further by Proposition 3.2 there exist elements u, ,..., urr 
0, ,***, v,ES such that e=u,v,, g,,=v,,u,,, u,=eu,g,,v,=g,v,efor h= 
1 ,..., r. Now we have u,, E eS, v,, E Se, uh v,,, = eu,g,g,,u,,e = 6,,,,, ; further 
for l<i<kand l<j<l, 
emi=emig=emi(u,u, + ..a +v,u,) 
= em,(tj,eu, + ... + v,eu,) E eSeu, + ... + eSeu, 
and similarly nje E v, eSe + ... + v,eSe. Thus our bilinear product is finitely 
orthogonal. 
Conversely, consider finitely many elements in Se @fs, eS: a, = xi s,ie @ 
et,,,..., ak = xi skie @ et,,. Since the bilinear product is finitely orthogonal, 
there exist m, ,..., m,, n, ,..., n, E S such that sjie E n, e(eSe) + ... + n,.e(eSe) 
and etji E (eSe) em, + e.. + (eSe) em, for all i, j, and em, nDe = 6,, . Now 
the elements n, e @ em, ,..., n,.e @ em, are pairwise orthogonal idempotents; 
by Proposition 3.2 and in view of n,e @ em, = (n,e @ e)(e @ em,), e = 
(e 0 em,)(n, e @ e) we have eS g (n, e 0 em,)S and Se z S(n, e @ em,) as 
S-modules; and finally, it is clear that all the aj are contained both in 
x:, (n,e 0 em,)S and C, S(n,e @ em,). Thus Se @is, eS is finitely 
orthogonal with respect toe. 
The following proposition will be very important for the sequel. Not only 
the result itself will be used but we shall need to revisit parts of its proof, 
sometimes under a sharper eye. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let a regular ring S be the (discrete) direct sum of its 
principal left ideals Su, (A E A) which are isomorphic as S-modules, and let 
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e E S be an idemporent element such that SU,~ z Se. Then S is jinitely left 
orthogonal with respect to e and is a strongly locally matrix ring ouer eSe. 
ProoJ The orthogonalization process that constitutes the first part of the 
proof goes back essentially to Neumann [8, Lemma 141. Clearly, it sufftces 
to show that any finite sum of the left ideals SU-, can be written as a (direct) 
sum of principal left ideals which are isomorphic to the Su, and are 
generated by orthogonal idempotents. Since S is regular, we may assume 
without loss of generality that each u.{ is an idempotent. 
We proceed by induction. If we take just one Su., then there is nothing to 
prove. Suppose that we can perform the desired orthogonalization for n - 1 
components, and consider a sum Su.,, @ ... @ SU-!~, By Neumann [S], every 
finitely generated one-sided ideal of a regular ring IS an idempotent generated 
principal one-sided ideal; hence 
SK,, 0 . . * @ SU.,,,& = su and su.,, @ . . . @ SU.,” = Sf = su @ su .,,, 
for some idempotents u.J Herefrom we obtain uf = U. Put L’,, = f - fu; then 
we have ~1: = u,, uv, = U,U = 0. and since f = fu + u,, also Su @ SU.,,~ = 
Sf = su 0 SL’,. Factorizing here by Su, we arrive at St),, z SU,~Z Se. 
Finally, Su can be decomposed by the induction hypothesis into the sum 
SL’, @ ... 0 sun-,, where the ci are orthogonal idempotents such that 
SC,? Se and u = u, + ... + tin-,, and now we have UL’; = viu = ci, hence 
cir,, = L!~uL’,, = 0 = P,UL’~ = LJ, ~1~. Thus Sf = Sv, @ .. . @ So,, is a decom- 
position as required. 
Now we prove that S is a strongly locally matrix ring over eSe. Let a, ,..., 
ak E S be arbitrary elements. By the regularity of S, there exists an idem- 
potent a E S such that a,S + ... + a,S = aS, which implies also aa, = a,, 
i= 1 ,..., k. From this point on the proof is literally the same as that of 
Theorem 2 in Anh [ 11. For the reader’s sake we repeat the construction here 
but will omit most of the details in the proof. Since S is finitely left 
orthogonal with respect to e, there exist pairwise orthogonal idempotents 
b , ,..., b, E S such that a, a, ,.... ak E XI”, Sb, and Sbi z Se, i = l,..., m. Put 
b=b,+...+b,; then b’ = b and bib = bbi = bi (i= l,.... m). For c=: 
b-ba we have now c’=c. ca=ac=O. Sb=Sa@Sc. Putf=a+c; then 
f’=f,fa=af=a. Since Sb=Sa@Sc=Sf. we have bf=b,fb=f. Set 
ei = fli (i = l..... m). These e, are pairwise orthogonal idempotents. 
el + ... + e, = f, and in view of bi = be, we have Se, = Sb, z Se. Now one 
can prove that a, ,..., a,, E fsf and jSfz(eSe),. 
And now we come to the 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. First of all we summarize what we have till now: 
(1) * (4) by Proposition 4.4 for R 2 eSe and eSe is obviously itself regular; 
(4) 2 (3) by Proposition 4.2: (3) + (2) is trivial: (2) * (1) for a full matrix 
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ring over a regular ring is regular; (4) o (5) by Theorem 4.3. We still have 
to include (6) in our chain of implications. Before doing so, notice that the 
proof of Theorem 4.3 yields the following statement, too (where S, e, R are 
the same as in Theorem 4.1). 
(A) If S is finitely orthogonal with respect to e, (u., 1 J E /i } and 
( ui 1 i E I} constitute the canonical free bases for eSeeS and SeeSe, respec- 
tively, then 
(i) for any Us,,..., u 4 there exist m, ,..., mk E eS and n, . . . . . nk E Se 
such that eSe(~,l ,,..., u.~~) = ese(m, ,..., m,J and (mi, nj) = 6,, 1 < i, j ,< k; 
(i’) for any vi ,,..., ui, there exist m ,,..., mk E eS and n ,,..., nk E Se 
such that (vi ,,..., uJeSe = (n, ,..., n& and (m,, nj) = d,, 1 < i, j ,< k. 
Similarly, by the proof of Proposition 4.4 we have (using the same notations 
as in (A)) 
(B) S is regular provided that R is regular and to any u.~,,..., u.,~ and 
ui ,,..., tli, there exist pairwise orthogonal idempotents e ,,..., ek and f, ,..., fk, 
respectively, such that Sej z Se,fjS z eS (j = l,..., k), ,Yj”=, Su.,, = C,r= I Se,i, 
and xi”=, oijS = C,“=, AS. 
Having this in mind, next we prove (4) z- (6). Let {A, ,..., A,} be an 
arbitrary finite subset of,4. By (A) there exist elements m,,..., mk E eS and 
n, ,***, nk E Se such that &u~ ,,..., ulk) = &rn ,,..., mk) and (m,, nj) = 6,. 
Since S is a Rees matrix ring, there exist elements L’~,,..., tli, of the given free 
base of SeeSe such that (n,,..., n,JeSe G (Us,,..., t’i,)eSe. Now we prove that the 
b1ock (P.\,io)a=l ,..., k.b=L . . . . . 1 of the sandwich matrix is row-independent, 
where we know that P.~,~, = (u,~, vi,). In fact, suppose ,Yi =, ra P.~,~, = 0, 
/I = l,..., 1, for some I, E eSe, a = l,..., k; then for m =: Cz =, r, uln we have 
(m, tli,) = 0, p = I,..., 1, whence (m, n) = 0 for all n E (vi, ,..., u~,)~~~. In view 
of the definition of m, ,..., mk we have m = XT=, sjmj for some s, ,..., sk E eSe. 
By the definition of the mj and nj (j= l,..., k), (m, n) = 0 for all n E 
pyp?$ yy.; z,li,)cSe implies 0 = m = C”,=, ra uI , whence ra = 0 
imi ar y we prove that the sandwich matrii of S is strongly 
column-independent. 
Finally we prove (6) 3 (1). For this end it suffices to show that the 
condition in (B) is satisfied. Consider an arbitrary finite subset of 
( u.~ 1 1 E n ), and denote its elements for short by U, ,..., uk. Assume first that 
e E ese(~l . . . . . uk). Since the entries of P are p.li = u., pi, by the strong indepen- 
dence of P there exists a finite subset of ( ui 1 i E Z} which we denote for short 
by {P, ,..., vl} such that the block corresponding to the U, ,..., uk and the 
l?, ,..., L’, is row-independent. By enlarging this subset of the u’s if necessary. 
we may suppose that e E (u, ,..., ~1~)~~~. Put M’ = eSe(~, ,..., uk) G eseeS, N’ = 
(1’ , ,..., ~1~)~~~ c SeeSe, and 
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S' = 
I 
C n, @ m, 1 n, E N', m, E M' 
a I 
= $J + vjrijui 1 rij E eSe c S. 
I i=* ,?I I 
Clearly, S’ is a subring of S, and e, u ,,..., uk E S’ in view of e E N’. 
Consider now the additive homomorphism rp: S’ --t End &V’ induced by 
tp(vjrijui) = [uj, rijui] (=vj(rijui, -)). We have seen after Definition 2.3 
that this a, is in fact a ring homomorphism. Now we prove that in our 
case it is a monomorphism. Firstly, p(Ci,i vjrijui) = 0 means 
cf=, t;(Cf=, rijui, n) = 0 f or all n E N’. Since the vj’s constitute a free base 
for N’, this implies (C:=, rijui, n) = 0 (j = l,..., /) for all n E N’, in 
particular, for n = v, ,..., v,. However, the given block of P being row- 
independent, this is possible only if xf=, rijui = 0 (j = l,..., I), from which 
we infer rij = 0 (i = I ,..., k; j = l,..., Z) since the uI)s constitute a free base for 
M’. Thus we see that ~7 is injective. Furthermore q(S’) is a left ideal in 
End &?’ as for any f E End N’, n E N’ and m E M’ we have f [n, m] = 
[fn, m]. Now N’ is a finitely based free module over the regular ring eSe; 
hence End N’ is a full matrix ring of finite degree over a regular ring and 
therefore is itself regular. Thus we obtain that S’ can be embedded as a left 
ideal into a regular ring T. Furthermore, we have U, ,..., uk E S’ and Tu, = 
S’ui since S’ is a left ideal of T, e E S’, and eui = ui (i = I,..., k). Notice also 
that S’U, + ... + S’uk is a direct sum of modules since so was even 
CM su,, 7 as we have seen in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Now we apply the 
orthogonalization process described in the first part of the proof of 
Proposition 4.4 and find orthogonal idempotents e, ,..., ek E S’ such that 
Tei z Tu, (i = l,..., k) and C”=, Tui = C:=, Te, (notice that if u ,,..., uk all 
belong to a given left ideal of T then so do the e,,..., ek obtained by this 
process). Now we have S’U; = Tu, z Tei = (Te,) e, = S’e;. Since T is regular, 
for each i (i= l,..., k) there is an idempotent fi E T such that Tfi = Tui ; 
hence A E S’ and S’fi = TX = Tu, = S’ui, the latter implying Sfi = SU,. On 
the other hand, S’f, = S’U; z S’e;, and since both fi and e, are idempotent, 
from here we infer S’ z Se, by Proposition 3.2. All this yields Su, z Se, (i = 
1 ,..., k), and r:=, S’ui = Cf:, Tu, = C”=, Tei = C:=, S’ei implies clearly 
x:=, SU, = C:=, Se;, as was to be proved. It remains to investigate the case 
when e 6? eSe(~, ,..., ~4~). Now we choose uk+ , ,..., u, such that e E 
ese (U ,,.... u,) and then repeat the same procedure as before for u, ,..., u,. In 
fact, this does the job since the orthogonalization process in Proposition 4.4 
yields not only Cy=, Tu, = Cy=, Te, but even CT:, Tui = Cyz:, Te, for 1 < 
m’ < m, and we apply the latter for m’ = k. By this the proof of Theorem 4.1 
is complete. 
Now we go back to the proof of Proposition 4.4 anew and look through it 
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thoroughly in order to obtain a result which sharpens Proposition 4.2, the 
generalized Litoff Theorem, in the regular case. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let a regular ring S be the direct sum of its principal left 
ideals Su, (A E A) which are isomorphic as S-modules, and let e E S be an 
idempotent element such that Su, 2 Se. Then any countable subset of S can 
be embedded in a quasi-idealjSf of S such thatJSf z (eSe){, I standing for a 
countably infinite set. 
Proof We follow closely the proof of Proposition 4.4. Consider a coun- 
table subset a, ,..., a,, ,... in S. By regularity, there exists a b, E S such that 
6: = b, and b,a, = a,. By our assumption, there are u.~‘s, say, u, ,..., uk, such 
that b,, ~,ES~,@...@SU,~, and by the proof of Proposition 4.4 we find 
orthogonal idempotents c, ,..., ck, such that SC, z Se (i = l,..., k,) and 
C,“!, Sui = xi”:, Sci = Sp,, where p, = c, + ..a + ck,. Now it is easy to 
compute that for d, = p, - p,b, we have d: = d,, b,d, = d,b, = 0, Sp, = 
Sb, + Sd,. Put fi = (b, + d,) ci (i = l,..., k,); then again it is straightforward 
to check that the fi are orthogonal idempotents; in view of p, fi = ci we have 
Sh = SC, g Se; further, 
Consider now az. Again by regularity, there exists an idempotent b, E S 
which is a left identity for a,, b,, f, ,..., fk,. Now we follow the same lines as 
in the previous step and find successively 
uk,+ ,,..., uk, such that a?, b2 E 1’ Su,,: 
Jr, 
orthogonal idempotents ck, + , ,..., ckZ such that SC,~ z Se. 
cjfi = ficj = 0 (i = l,..., k, ; j = k, + l,..., k,); 
pz=: G fi+ z 
iT1 
cj; then ? su,, = sp, ; 
j=k,+ I .JZ 
fi =: (bz + pz - pz bJ ci (j = k, + l,..., kJ; 
then the4 (j= l,..., k,) are orthogonal idempotents such that Sh. = SC,; z Se, 
a, ($,A)= ($,&)a,=al, a2 (z,fJ)=($,-G) a2=a2. 
Now we perform the same step successively for ax,..., a,,... and obtain by 
this a sequence f, ,..., fk . . . . of pairwise orthogonal idempotents such that 
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Sfkz Se (k= 1, 2 ,...) and a ,,..., a, ,... E (x7=, Sfk)f7 (C& fkS) =: Q. In 
view of Proposition 3.2, Sfk 2 Se implies fkS z es; hence fkSfk YZ eSe and Q 
is obviously isomorphic with (eSe)i, and we are done. 
COROLLARV 4.6. Let S be a regular Rees matrix ring with canonical 
decomposition Se @fs, es. Then any countable subset of S can be embedded 
in a quasi-ideal fsf of S such that fsf z (eSe){, I standing for a courttab& 
infinite set. 
We close this section by describing the one-sided ideals and the quasi- 
ideals of a regular Rees matrix ring in terms of the tensor product ring 
structure. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let S be a Rees matrix ring with canonical form 
Se 1&, es, and suppose that S is finitely orthogonal with respect to e. Then 
the left [right] ideals of S are exactly the subsets of the form 
L,,,,., = \Y II l7 Hi @ mi 1 “i E Se, mi E M \ 
Rt,V., = \’ n, @ m; 1 ni E N’, m; E eS 
where M’ [N’ ] is some submodule of eSeeS [ Seese]. 
Proof Let L be a left ideal of S. By Proposition 4.2, S is a locally 
matrix ring; hence every element of S, in particular, every element of L, 
admits a left identity. Thus we have L = SL = SeSL = SeL = SeeL. Since 
eL is a submodule of eSeeS. this means that L = LtrL,. Conversely, the 
subsets Lt.,,., are obviously left ideals of S. Dually we prove the assertion for 
right ideals. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let S be as in Proposition 4.1; then the quasi-ideals of 
S are exactly the subsets of the form 
I\- 
IT 
ni@miIniEN’.miEM’ 
where M’ and N’ are submodules of eSeeS and SerSr, respectively. 
Remark. Since Se and eS are free eSe-modules, we have Lo,,, z 
Se CL M’ and R ,,$,,, 2 N’ Oes, es. However, L,,,,,, n Ros, g N’ $jrSe M’ 
does not hold in general, only under the condition that eSe is regular, for in 
that case all eSe-modules are flat. 
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5. REES MATRIX RINGS OVER RINGS WITH PERFECT DUALITY 
In this section we elaborate the topological theory of dual pairs over rings 
with perfect duality. This theory is a generalization of that of dual vector 
spaces over division rings, as presented in Chapter IV of Jacobson’s book 
151. Recall that a ring R is called ring with perfect duality if left and right R- 
modules possess the same properties of duality as vector spaces do (see 
Kasch [6]); this can be defined in exact terms as follows. 
For an arbitrary left R-module M, we denote by M* the so-called dual 
module of M: 
M* = Hom,@4, RR)r 
which is a right R-module in the obvious way. Dually we define the dual 
module of a right module, which is a left module. In both cases we have the 
homomorphism a,: M + M* * defined by @,(m)(q) = q(m) (m E M, 
a, E M*). Now we call R a ring with perfect duality if QM is an isomorphism 
for all finitely generated R-modules. (Several characterizations of these rings 
can be found in Kasch [6, Chap. 121.) 
For any R-module M, M* can be endowed with the weak * topology 
(called finite topology in Jacobson [S]). This is the topology for which the 
subsets of the shape 
(m I)..., rn/oL = (9 E hf* 1 cp(m,) = ..* = qqm,) = 0). 
where m, ,..., mk is a finite subset of M, form a base of neighbourhoods of 0. 
If (M, N) is a dual pair over R, i.e., if (m, n) = 0 for all n E N implies 
m = 0 and (m, n) = 0 for all m E M implies n = 0, then we have natural 
embeddings A4 2--t N* and N ++ M *. Namely, to any x E M and .1’ E N we 
assign the R-homomorphisms X: N + R and j? M-+ R defined by 
Y(n) = (x, n) (n E N) and p(m) = (m, y) (m E M). 
respectively, The weak * topologies of M* and N* induce now, via these 
embeddings, topologies in N and M for which the subsets of the shape 
Cm , ,..., m,)t = (n E N 1 (m,, n) = ... = (mk, n) = 0) 
and 
(n , ,..., n,),:, = {m E MI (m, n,) = ... = (m, n,) = O}, 
respectively, form bases of neighbourhoods of 0. 
In what follows, R will always stand for a ring with perfect duality, and 
for all dual pairs (M, N) over R, the modules M, N, M*, N* are meant to be 
endowed with the topologies described above. (Notice that (M, M*) is 
always a dual pair with the bilinear product (m, o) = p(m), and the topology 
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induced by this pair on M* is just the original weak * topology ofM*.) For 
the sake of convenience, o(m) for m EM, v, E M*, will be written as myl if 
M is a left module and qm if M is a right module. 
DEFINITION 5.1. We shall say that an endomorphism f of a module M is 
of finite rank if f(M) is contained in a finitely generated submodule of M. 
(Note that f(M) itself need not be finitely generated.) 
Now we formulate the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let S be a Rees matrix ring otler a ring R with perfect 
duality, with canonical decomposition S z Se OeSe eS, eSe z R. Then the 
following assertions are equivalent. 
(1) S is Jinitely orthogonal with respect to e. 
(2) The sandwich matrix of S is independent. 
(3) There is a dual pair p = (M, N) of free modules ocer R such that 
S is isomorphic with the ring of continuous endomorphisms offinite rank of 
the module M, under an isomorphism which takes e to the identical mapping 
ofM. 
Before proving Theorem 5.1 we advance several propositions. The first of 
them is a special case of the Lemma on p. 27 in Jacobson [S], which admits 
a simpler form in the present context. For the readers’ sake we also include a 
proof. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let M be a left R-module. For any finite subset 
1-v , . . . . . xk} c M and an-v submodule K s M* we hate 
K;+,$‘,Rxi= (f ,xfnK);,. 
Proof. Since Ki, + C:= 1 Rxi c (Of=, x: n K),:, is always satisfied, it 
suffices to verify the converse inclusion. We do this by induction on k. For 
any K, let x E M and m E (x’ n K)h. Since mp=O for all rpEx’nK, the 
mapping xrp M mrp (u, E K) is well-defined and is an R-homomorphism from 
the right ideal {xu, ] o E K} of R into R. However, rings with perfect duality 
are self-injective (see Kasch [6]); h ence there exists an R-endomorphism li/ 
of R, such that ~(xcp) = mrp for all cp E K. Putting r = v(l), we have 
rxv = rnp for all rp E K, i.e., rx - m E K,if as was to be proved. Suppose now 
that the proposition holds for k < n - 1, and consider x, ,..., x, E M. Set 
K’ = (-):=,I of n K c M*. By the induction hypothesis we have now 
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and for K’ we have by the foregoing part of the proof 
(K’);, + Rx, 2 (x,‘n K’)‘, 
and from these two relations we obtain 
which we have been after. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let (M, N) be a dual pair over R; then the finiteI) 
generated submodules of M and N are closed. 
Prooj By the definition of a dual pair we have N’= 0; hence 
Proposition 5.2 yields in the special case K = N for any x, ,..., xk E M 
For submodules of N the proof runs dually. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. The closure i? of a submodule KG M” is 
Z? = (Kf,)l. 
Prooj Clearly, (K$,)’ is closed and contains K. Let now cp E (K:,)’ and 
m, . . . . . mk E M be arbitrary; then by Zusatz 12.6.1 in 161. 
* 
M*/(m ,,..., rnk)l 2 . 
Suppose that [‘p + (m,...., m,)l] f7 K = 0, i.e., u, @ K + (m, ,..., m,)‘; then, 
since RR is a cogenerator (see Kasch [6]), there exists an m E Cf_, Rmi 
such that mK = 0 and mrp # 0. This implies m E K:,, but then ma, = 0, a 
contradiction. Hence [u, + (m ,,..., m,)‘] f7 K # 0. i.e., a, E I?. 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let (M, N) be a dual pair; then the closures I? and L 
of submodules KC N and L 2 M, respectively, are I? = (K,i),$ and z = 
Pxf. 
Proof: Let E denote the closure of K in M*; then we have I? = I? f7 N = 
(K,)’ n N = (Kh);. The assertion on L is proved dually. 
The following proposition will not be used in the sequel; we nevertheless 
include it for it might contribute to a better understanding of the topological 
structure of a dual pair. 
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PROPOSITION 5.6. Let (M, N) be a dual pair. All submodules of M are 
closed iff N = M”. 
Proof. If N = M* then for every submodule K E M we have K = (K’),:, 
by Kasch [6, Satz 12.1.1(4)], h w ence K is closed. Conversely, assume that 
all submodules of A4 are closed and consider an arbitrary f E M*. Put K = 
(f);, = (m E M 1 mf = 0); then by Corollary 5.5 we have K = (K,;):,. On the 
other hand, f is an element of the right R-module M*. and Zusatz 12.6.1 in 
Kasch [6] says now that (jZ?)* = Hom(JR.R)? M**/(f):,... Next we 
prove that M**/(f),&. 2 M/K. By Proposition 5.4, the closure a of M in 
M** is M = (M:,.)’ = M **; hence for every x E M* *, the open set x + 
(f )& contains an element m, E M. The mapping 
m: M* */(f )&., -+ M/K: [x] F+ [m,] 
([a] stands for the coset of the element a in the corresponding factor ring) 
is well-defined since if rn: E x + (f ).i,=- and rn: E M then rn: - m, E 
(f ):,.. n M = K, and it is straightforward to check that this mapping is in 
fact an isomorphism. Consider now any g E K,;; then g E (M/K)* for 
Kg = 0, and by the foregoing we have (M/K)* 2 (jR)* * = jR, the latter 
equality being true since jR as a finitely generated submodule of M” is 
closed in M *. Thus we have g E JR; hence K,i C_ JR. Now. if f 6Z K,$ were 
valid then there would exist an m E M such that mK,i = 0 and mf # 0, for R 
is a cogenerator (see Kasch [6]). However, this leads to a contradiction in 
view of K = (K,;),:,. Therefore we have f E N; hence N = M*. 
Now we return to our preparations for the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let (M, N) be a dual pair of free modules, and let 
m, ,.... mk E M be linearly independent. Then Rm, + ... + Rm, is a discrete 
submodule of M. 
Proof: Put M, = Rm, + . . . + Rm,. By Kasch [ 6, Zusatz 12.6.11 we have 
MT 2 M*/(M,);,. . Similarly to the proof of Proposition 5.6, we see that 
M*IW,):,. z NIP,):,. S ince M, is a finitely generated free module. so is 
MT. Therefore N = (M,)h@ P, where PE MT. This shows that P,; is an 
open neighbourhood of 0 in M and since (M,N) is a dual pair, also 
P,t,n M, = 0, whence M, G M is discrete. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let (M, N) be a dual pair, and consider R endowed 
with the discrete topology. An f E M* is continuous IT there exists an n E N 
such that mf = (m, n) for all m E M. 
ProoJ From the definition of the topology in M it follows immediately 
that f E M* is continuous if it is of the form mf = (m. n). Conversely, if 
f E M* is continuous then the inverse image of 0 is open; hence it contains a 
subset of the form (mEM~(m,n,)=~~~=(m,n,)=O} for some 
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n, ,.*., nk E N. This means that f E ((n,,..., nk),$)’ and the latter equals 
n,R + ..a + n,R since finitely generated submodules are closed by 
Corollary 5.3. However, f E n, R + . . . + n,R implies the existence of an n E 
n,R + ..a + n,R such that mf = (m, n) for all m E M. 
Now we define semi-linear transformations and their adjoints between 
modules exactly as it is done in Jacobson [5] for vector spaces. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let R, and R, be rings, M, and Mz be left R ,- and R,- 
modules, respectively. A mapping f: M, -+ M, is called a semi-linear 
transformation if it is a homomorphism between the additive groups of M, 
and M, and there exists a ring isomorphism p: R, + R, such that (rm)f= 
y(r) mf for all r E R , and m E M, . Sometimes it will be more convenient for 
us to indicate this cp explicitly; then we shall speak of the semi-linear 
transformation (f, 9). 
DEFINITION 5.3. Let (M,, N,) and (M,, N,) be dual pairs over the rings 
R, and R,, respectively, and ( , ), and ( , )2 be the associated bilinear 
forms. Let f: M, -+ M, be a semilinear transformation and p: R , -+ R 2 be the 
corresponding ring isomorphism. A mapping f *: N, + N, is called the 
adjoint off if 
co-‘((md 4) = (ml3 f *nd, for all m, E M, , nz E N, . 
Since ( , j, is non-degenerate, in this case f * is a semilinear transformation 
as well. Clearly, f * is uniquely determined by f if it exists at all. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. Let (M, , N,) and (M,, NJ be dual pairs over the 
rings Gth perfect duality R, and R,, respectively. A semi-linear transfor- 
mation (f, rp): M, --t M, is continuous iff it admits an adjoint. 
ProoJ: Suppose that (f, ~0) is continuous. For an arbitrary n2 E N,? the 
R,-homomorphism m, E+ q”-‘((m, f, nz)z): M, --$ R, is then continuous, 
being a composition of continuous mappings. Now by Proposition 5.8 there 
exists an n, EN, such that p-‘((m,f, n2)2) = (m,, n,), for all m, EM,. 
Define now f *(nz) = n, ; then f * is clearly the adjoint off. 
Conversely, assume that f *: Nz -+ N, is the adjoint off and take an open 
neighbourhood U of 0 in Ml of the form U= (nil’,..., n:“‘).‘,,. Consider now 
the open neighbourhood V= (f *(nil’),..., f *(n$“‘)),t,, of 0 in M,. For any 
m, E V we have (m, f, n:“)z = rp((m,, f *(ny’)),) = 0 for i = l,..., k: hence 
m,f E U, which proves the continuity off. 
Let now RM be an arbitrary module. For any endomorphism f of M and 
any rp E M* we define the mapping fp: M-, R: m t+ (mf )q It is easy to 
check that fp E M” and that f *: M* --* M*: q w fv is the adjoint off with 
respect to the dual pair (M, M*). Now we have the following. 
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PROPOSITION 5.10. Let (M, N) be a dual pair over R. An endomorphism 
f of M is continuous IZ we have f *(N) EN for its adjoint f * in M”. 
Proof: By Proposition 5.9, f is continuous iff there exists an 
endomorphism f’ of N such that (mf, n) = (m, f ‘n) for all m E M, n E N. If 
we consider now N as a submodule of M* then we also have (mf, nj = 
(m, f *n> for all m E M, n E N. Since ( , ) is non-degenerate, this implies 
f *n = f ‘n E N for all IZ E N. Conversely, if f*(N) s N then f *I,\’ is the 
adjoint off with respect to the dual pair (M, N); hence f is continuous by 
Proposition 5.9. 
PROPOSITION 5.11. Let (M, N) be a dual pair of free modules, and f: 
M+ M be an endomorphism of finite rank. Then f is continuous iff there 
exist m , ,..., mk E M and n, ,..., nk E N such that 
k 
mf = x (m, ni) mi 
i-l 
for all m E M. 
Proof: Since M is free and f is of finite rank, there exist linearly 
independent elements m, ,..., m,EM such that f(M)CRm,+..*+Rm,. 
Denote by fi: M -+ R (i = I,..., k) the canonical projection off to the coor- 
dinate of Rmi; then we have mf = (mf,) m, + ... + (mfk) mk for all m E M. 
If f is continuous then so are the fi in view of Proposition 5.7. By 
Proposition 5.8 there exist then elements n, ,..., nk E N such that rnfJ = (m, n,) 
for i = l,..., k, whence mf = rf=, (m, ni) mi for all m E M. 
Conversely, iff is of this form then consider the endomorphismf*: N+ N: 
II H x”=, n,(m,, n). We have for all m E M, n E N 
(mf? n> = (i$, ( m, ni> mi, n 
) 
= 5 (m, ni)(mi, n) 
i=l 
= 
( 
m, 5 ni(mi, n) = (m. f *n>, 
i=l ) 
whence f * is the adjoint off. By Proposition 5.9 this means that f is con- 
tinuous. 
After all these preparations we are ready to prove Theorem 5.1 now. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. ( 1) 2 (2): We have seen in the proof of 
(4) * (6) in Theorem 4.1 that finite orthogonality of S with respect to e 
(without further assumptions) implies that the sandwich matrix of S is even 
strongly independent. 
(2) 3 (3): By Proposition 3.4. independence of the sandwich matrix 
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means that (es, Se) is a dual pair. Assign now to an arbitrary element a = 
Fhi;eay efi E Se @ eS the mapping a*: eSreS -+ eseeS: ex M xi (ex, rie) esi. 
is a continuous endomorphism of finite rank of es, and by 
Proposition 5.11 every continuous endomorphism of finite rank of eS is of 
this form. Now one checks by straightforward computation that the 
assignment a t-+ a* is an isomorphism between S and the ring of continuous 
endomorphisms of finite rank of eS. (The fact that (es, Se) is a dual pair of 
free modules is needed to prove that a ++ a* is a monomorphism.) 
(3) 3 (1): Let m, ,..., mk E M be linearly independent elements and put 
M,=Rm,+... + Rm,; then M, is a free module with a k-element free base 
and by Kasch [6, Zusatz 12.6.11, MT z N/(M,),t; hence there exists a 
submodule P of N such that P 2 MT and N = P @ (M,).$. By the definition 
of P. there exist n, ,..., nk E P such that (mi, nj) = 6, and thus N 0,” M is 
finitely orthogonal with respect to 1 0 1 (1 standing for the unity of R ). We 
still have to prove that there is an isomorphism cp: N 0,” M + S such that 
(D( 1 @ 1) = e. However, by Proposition 5.11 it is straightforward to check, 
exactly as it was done in the previous part of our proof. that 
(4: 1 ni @ mi N \’ [ni, mi] 
I T 
does the job (recall that [n,, mi]: M- M: m F+ (m, ni) m,). 
In view of our results in the previous section we now have the following 
corollaries to Theorem 5.1. 
COROLLARY 5.12. A Rees matrix ring S ouer a ring R with perfect 
duality is regular if and only if R is a semisimple artinian ring and the 
sandwich matrix of S is independent. 
Proof First of all. notice that a regular ring with perfect duality is 
necessarily a semisimple artinian ring. Now, by Theorems 4.1 and 5.1. if S is 
regular then R is a semisimple artinian ring and the sandwich matrix P of S 
is independent, and the converse also holds if we can prove that S satisfies 
the conditions in Theorem 3.1 (they were automatically satisfied in the 
regular case). Suppose therefore that P is independent and R is semisimple 
artinian. Then R decomposes into a direct sum R, @ .. . @ R, of simple 
artinian rings, and P can be written in a unique way as a sum P, + . . . + P,. 
where Pi is a matrix over Ri (1 < i < n), and each Pi is independent. Now it 
is easy to see that S = H(R; Z./i; P) decomposes into the direct sum S = 
s, @ ... @ s,, where Si ?:. H(Ri; Z, /i; Pi), and it is clearly sufficient to 
exhibit the validity of condition (1) in Theorem 3.1 for the Si. Consider an 
arbitrary column of Pi, and denote by L the left ideal of Ri generated by the 
elements in this column. Ri being a simple artinian ring, if L # Ri then there 
is an r E Ri, r # 0. such that Lr = 0. which contradicts the independence of 
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Pi. Thus L = Ri, and this implies that 1 E Ri can be decomposed into the 
required form. 
COROLLARY 5.13. Every regular Rees matrix ring ouer a ring with 
perfect duality is the direct sum of Jnitely many simple rings with minimal 
one-sided ideals. 
Proof. By the previous Corollary (and using the same notations as there) 
we have S=S,@ ... @ S,. Si ?..tY(Ri; I. A; Pi). By this decomposition. 
each Si is regular, hence, by Theorem 4.1. a locally matrix ring over R;. 
Since Ri is simple and a full matrix ring over a simple ring is itself simple, Si 
is a simple ring as well. Finally. if e E Si is an idempotent such that 
eSie E Ri and f is a primitive idempotent in eSie (such e and f exist by our 
assumptions) then fs,f = feS;ef which is a division ring; hence fsi is a 
minimal right ideal in Si. 
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